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MURAL TITLE 

DIMENSIONS 

ESTIMATED 
SCHEDULE (start and 
completion dates)

1. Proposal (describe 
proposed design, site 
and theme. Attach a 
separate document if 
needed). 

2. Materials and 
processes to be used 
for wall preparation, 
mural creation and 
anti-graffiti treatment. 

3. List individuals and 
groups involved in the 
mural design, 
preparation and 
implementation. 

Attach the following documents to this form:  
  
1. Lead artist's resume/qualifications and examples of previous work 
2. Three (3) letters of community support 
3. Letter or resolution approving proposal from city department or;  
4. Letter of approval from private property owner along with Property Owner Authorization Form 
5. Signed Artist Waiver of Property Rights for artwork placed upon city property or;  
6. Signed Artist Waiver of Proprietary Rights financed in whole or in part by city funds for artwork 
placed upon private property 
7. Maintenance Plan (including parties responsible for maintenance) 
8. Color image of design 
9. One image of the proposed site and indicate mural dimensions  
 



Cat Sommer 
Artist Resume 

Artist Mission Statement & Qualifications  

Painting is a way of reworking, refiguring. It is not a mirror held up to the world 
but a field where I can place elements together and let them push against, bend, 
reimagine themselves. My paintings are a visual social diary— thinking done 
outside the burden of language, and beyond its limits. 

I was born to a Colombian mother and American father. Raised in California in 
the 80’s, I wonder: How Latina am I? How American? Ask an American and I am 
Colombian American. Ask a person on the street in Bogotá and I am American. 
As a child I was encouraged to assimilate. 

I am now a mother in San Francisco. Motherhood is a central theme in my work. 
It is written on to me with my gender. The adornment of my infant body (earrings, 
rings, lace dresses...)— its treatment as a trophy— was both a reflection of the 
prize of motherhood and the start of my gender-marking. 

Through my painting, I want to challenge my own conceptions of identity, gender, 
race, culture, and to discover in them the force of change, the fluidity of reality. 
My portraits are overrun with flora and fauna. I pair solitary men with the sweet 
animals that adore them. Men are also victim to social norms, but not all fit 
perfectly into our molds. These are the men I find most interesting. I want to 
create a visual palette that neutralizes gender and celebrates relationships 
regardless of sex or race. Plant and animal imagery can be read as “feminine,” 
and I embrace this, as both a celebration of my identity and as a destabilizing 
force in my work— in its action against other objects it encounters (branches 
become skin, flowers become eyes) in addition to the power one wields in 
embracing a pejorative— the “girly.” 

My work— a visual social diary— is a place for defying dangerous cultural norms, 
imagining alternatives, and embracing fluidity as a working model for 
understanding the world. Portraying a beautiful, strong woman without 
objectifying. Working through the expectations of a Latina woman in a feminist 
age. Facing biracial and cultural norms in the United States without devaluing 



heritage and history. Parsing out biracial dynamics in the home, especially as 
they relate to motherhood. Accessing my unconscious, visualizing emotion, 
making tangible the human spirit and histories. Reworking, refiguring, 
reimagining.objectifying. Working through the expectations of a Latina woman in 
a feminist age. Facing biracial and cultural norms in the United States without 
devaluing heritage and history. Parsing out biracial dynamics in the home, 
especially as they relate to motherhood. Accessing my unconscious, visualizing 
emotion, making tangible the human spirit and histories. Reworking, refiguring, 
reimagining. 

Examples of Work 



 

Maintenance Plan 

The mural has four coats of anti-graffiti sheer coat (purchased from Precita Eyes 
Mural) which will protect from graffiti. The owner of the StoryBook Schoolhouse is 
responsible for maintaining the mural / removing graffiti should it get tagged.  

Color Image of the Design (see attached Mural Proposal)  

Image of Proposed Site and indicated mural dimensions 

The image will be painted on the west-facing wall of the Storybook School House 
( 2149 Taraval Street, SF) and dimensions will be approximately 10 feet by 8 feet.



CAT SOMMER 

Mural Proposal 
Prepared for: The Storybook School funded by ArtWorks 
Prepared by: Cat Sommer/Artist 
February 20, 2023 

“Kelp Dreams on Taraval” 



CAT SOMMER 

Color Scheme 

Most like theses pieces 

PROJECT TIMELINE: 

Once I receive second payment I will work Wed-Friday afternoons 
















	DISTRICT: District 4 
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2149 Taraval Street, cross 32nd Ave
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